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ABSTRACT

We have tested the performance of 3D shot-profile depth
migration using explicit migration operators on a real 3D ma-
rine data set. The data were acquired offshore Norway in an
area with a complex subsurface containing large salt bodies.
We compared shot-profile migration using explicit migration
operators with conventional Kirchhoff migration, split-step
Fourier migration, and common-azimuth by generalized
screen propagator �GSP� migration in terms of quality and
computational cost. Image quality produced by the explicit
migration operator approach is slightly better than with split-
step Fourier migration and clearly better than in common-az-
imuth by GSP and Kirchhoff migrations. The main differenc-
es are fewer artifacts and better-suppressed noise within the
salt bodies. Kirchhoff migration shows considerable artifacts
�migration smiles� within and close to the salt bodies, which
are not present in images produced by the other three wave-
equation methods. Expressions for computational cost were
developed for all four migration algorithms in terms of fre-
quency content and acquisition parameters. For comparable
frequency content, migration cost using explicit operators is
four times the cost of the split-step Fourier method, up to 260
times the cost of common-azimuth by GSP migration, and 25
times the cost of Kirchhoff migration. Our results show that
in terms of image quality, shot-profile migration using ex-
plicit migration operators is well suited for imaging in areas
with complex geology and significant velocity changes.
However, computational cost of the method is high and
makes it less attractive in terms of efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

Holberg �1988� introduces shot-profile migration with explicit
perators to allow optimum one-way wave propagation and imaging
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n areas with large lateral velocity changes. The method is extended
o three dimensions by Blacquière et al. �1989� and essentially in-
olves recursive use of a 2D complex convolutional operator across
he migration aperture in the space-frequency domain. Because of
he convolution, the algorithm is computationally expensive but has
he advantage of being able to handle very complex velocity models.
ale �1991a; 1991b� introduces McClellan transforms to exploit the

nherent symmetry of the 3D migration operator and reduce compu-
ational cost substantially. Using similar approaches, Sollid andArn-
sen �1994� and Soubaras �1992� also designed effective 3D migra-
ion schemes.

Mittet �2007� proposes a fast and flexible convolutional 3D mi-
ration operator that also makes full use of the rotational symmetry
f 3D migration operators. We apply a version of Mittet’s �2007�
roposed migration operator to a real data set of realistic industrial
ize and evaluate its performance implemented as shot-profile mi-
ration by direct comparison with conventional Kirchhoff migra-
ion, split-step Fourier shot-profile migration �Stoffa et al. 1990�,
nd common-azimuth by generalized-screen propagator �GSP� mi-
ration �Biondi and Palacharla, 1996; De Hoop et al., 2000; Le
ousseau and De Hoop, 2001; Le Rousseau et al., 2003�. The last

hree algorithms are all less demanding in terms of computer re-
ources than the explicit-operator method and are often preferred be-
ause of economic reasons. By direct comparison of the explicit-mi-
ration-operator method with three other widely used algorithms,
e can evaluate trade-offs between quality and cost in a realistic set-

ing.
We use a marine data set and velocity model from offshore Nor-

ay. This data set features large salt bodies surrounded by sedi-
ents. The most challenging aspect — lateral velocity changes asso-

iated with the salt — should provide a good opportunity for migra-
ion algorithm testing. Shot-profile migration using explicit migra-
ion operators gives slightly better quality images than the split-step
ourier method and better than common-azimuth by GSP, but it is
lso the most expensive in terms of computer resources. Images pro-
uced by conventional Kirchhoff migration show substantial migra-
ion smiles not present in images produced by migration with explic-
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t-migration operators, the split-step Fourier algorithm, or common-
zimuth by GSP migration.

Next we review 3D shot-profile migration with explicit operators,
plit-step Fourier, common-azimuth by GSP, and Kirchhoff migra-
ion, before we describe the data set and velocity model. Later we
ompare results of shot-profile migration using explicit migration
perators with other migration algorithms.

3D MIGRATION ALGORITHMS

Shot-profile migration algorithms �Claerbout, 1971� can be ex-
ressed as wavefield extrapolation of recorded data and a source
avefield, followed by an imaging condition. The wavefield-extrap-
lation step can be derived from the Kirchhoff integral

p�x,�� � �2�
S

dS · � g*�x,xs,��q�xs,�� , �1�

here x and � denote position and �angular� frequency, respectively,
nd p�x,�� is the extrapolated wavefield at depth. The integral ex-
ends over recording surface S, and q�xs,�� is the recorded data,
here xs denotes a position on the recording surface S. The complex

onjugate of Green’s function is denoted as g*�x,xs,��. The right
ide of equation 1 is approximated in practice with a recursive ex-
ression in depth,

p�x,y,z � �z,�� � �
i,j��l

l

h�i�x, j�y,�z;k�p

� �x � i�x,y � j�x,z;�� , �2�

here k � � /c�x,y,z�, and c equals wave velocity. Wavefield ex-
rapolation operator h �Mittet, 2007�, can be seen as a band-limited
umerically optimized approximation to the derivative of Green’s
unction �2�g�x,xs�,��. Length of the wavefield extrapolator is
enoted by l. Equation 2 describes extrapolation of the pressure
�x,y,z;�� from depth level z to depth level z � �z, where �z is
mall compared to the seismic wavelength. By starting extrapolation
t the surface where pressure is equal to the recorded data, p�x,y,z

igure 1. Depth slice at 1000 m, created using Kirchhoff migration,
hows two salt dome structures covered by the salt data set.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2010 to 129.241.27.126. Redistribution subject to 
0;�� � q�x,y ;��, equation 2 can be used to estimate the pressure
t any depth by repeated application.

Source wavefield s�xs,�� is known at the surface and extrapolated
t depth using equations 1 and 2, but using the Green’s function itself
nstead of its conjugate.An image r �Claerbout, 1971� is obtained by
rosscorrelation of the source wavefield and the extrapolated data:

r�x� � �
�

p�x;��s*�x;�� . �3�

Shot-profile split-step Fourier migration �Stoffa et al., 1990� is
mplemented in a similar manner for migration with explicit opera-
ors, with one essential difference: the wavefield extrapolator is giv-
n by

hs�x,y,�z,�� � f�x,y,�z,��

� exp�i��z�c�1�x,y,z� � c0
�1�� . �4�

Here f�x,y,�z,�� is the Fourier-transform of the phase-shift oper-
tor exp�i�z	�2/c0

2 � kx
2 � ky

2�, where c0 is an average velocity, and
x,ky denote horizontal wavenumbers. Equation 4 is an approxima-
ion strictly valid only for small horizontal wavenumbers. The GSP
lgorithm is a generalization of the split-step Fourier method to im-
rove accuracy for large horizontal wavenumbers and for large dip
ngles. Biondi and Parlacharla �1996� introduce the common-azi-
uth migration algorithm, exploiting the fact that most seismic sur-

eys use receiver arrays with limited crossline extension to reduce
omputational cost significantly. Biondi and Parlacharla’s method
1996�, known as common-azimuth migration, can be combined
ith the GSPalgorithm to yield the common-azimuth by GSPmigra-

ion algorithm.
Kirchhoff migration is based on equation 1, but Green’s function

s approximated with a ray-theoretical expression strictly valid only
or very high frequencies. The algorithm is implemented in the time
omain, and is reduced in practice to a weighted summation of the
nput data over traveltime curves.

THE SALT DATA SET

Our data set from offshore Norway covers a small circular salt-
ome structure and parts of a larger salt structure, as shown in Figure
. Figure 2 is a location map for seismic sections referenced below.
igure 3 shows inline and crossline vertical cross sections of the ve-

ocity model, covering the largest salt structure. The most prominent
eature of the velocity model is the salt structure and the large veloci-
ies associated with it, close to 5000 m/s. Sediments in the area have
xperienced considerable uplift and erosion, with the result that ve-
ocities in the sediments are quite large even at depths close to the
eafloor.

Superimposed on the velocity model in Figure 3 are raypaths for a
ingle shotpoint. The structure of the velocity field is such that some
aypaths cross, creating multiple raypaths �multipathing� from a
ource point to a subsurface location. In addition, note the large sep-
ration of rays within the salt body, indicating large geometric
preading. This is seen more clearly in Figure 4, which displays the
agnitude of the downgoing source field. Downgoing wavefield

mplitude is attenuated significantly inside the salt body, and to a
ertain extent, outside the salt body. The migration velocity field has
strong lateral gradient immediately outside the salt body. This will
ause significant differential geometric spreading.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Imaging salt bodies S27
The data underwent standard processing before migration, in-
luding editing, designature to achieve zero-phase, and tau-p decon-
olution. Because of the large sedimentary velocities near the sur-
ace, water-bottom multiples are strong and were attenuated with an
xtra pass of a Radon-demultiple method. The velocity model in Fig-
re 3 was constructed using a tomographic technique combined with
D Kirchhoff prestack depth migration. We employed a single-arriv-

igure 2. Location of the seismic lines.

igure 3. Velocity model along �a� inline 4750, and �b� crossline
500. Raypaths from a single source have been overlaid. Note the
ultipathing problem with crossing rays.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2010 to 129.241.27.126. Redistribution subject to 
l Kirchhoff migration algorithm, using wavefront-construction ray
racing �Vinje et al., 1993� for traveltime computations.

MIGRATION WITH EXPLICIT OPERATORS
ERSUS KIRCHHOFF, FOURIER SPLIT-STEP, AND

COMMON-AZIMUTH BY GSP ALGORITHMS

Our data set was first migrated using Kirchhoff migration and
ommon-azimuth by GSP migration. We sorted the same data set
sed for Kirchhoff and common-azimuth by GSP migrations into
hot gathers, as input for 3D shot-profile migrations using explicit
igration operators and the split-step Fourier method. We did no ad-

itional preprocessing. Because of the large cost of shot-profile mi-
ration, we limited the maximum migrated frequency to 35 Hz, but
ttempted no decimation of shots. Maximum input frequency for
irchhoff migration was 55 Hz, although the maximum input fre-
uency for common-azimuth by GSP migration was 45 Hz.

Figures 5 and 6 display vertical cross sections for crossline 13700
nd inline 7240, respectively. These sections cover the smaller struc-
ure visible to the right in Figure 1. Kirchhoff results in Figures 5 and
show strong migration smiles close to the salt dome, which are not
isible in the shot-profile migration results. The maximum frequen-
y input for Kirchhoff migration is much larger than for the shot-pro-
le migrations, resulting in images with high resolution, particular
or shallow sediments. From Figures 5 and 6, we can see that steep
arts of the salt-body flanks are better imaged by Kirchhoff migra-
ion. The Kirchhoff migration aperture was set to a circle with a radi-

igure 4. Source illumination map for �a� inline 4750, and �b�
rossline 4500. Illumination is poor inside the salt body because of
igh velocity and large geometric spreading.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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s of 4.5 km, and the corresponding aperture for shot-profile migra-
ions was set to a square area with each side equal to 6 km with the
ource in the center. The smaller aperture might explain why steep-
ipping flanks are not imaged properly by shot-profile migrations.

Figure 7 shows depth slices at 2150 meters covering the smallest
alt structure on the right side of Figure 1.

Figure 8 depicts the output from shot-profile migration using ex-
licit migration operators extracted along crossline 4500, together
ith outputs from split-step Fourier shot-profile, common-azimuth
y GSP, and Kirchhoff migration. Figure 2 shows the location of the
rossline. The Kirchhoff result shows strong migration smiles,
hich are not visible on the other migration results. The common-

zimuth by the GSP migration algorithm produces an image struc-
urally equivalent to images from both shot-profile migration algo-
ithms, but with a slightly higher noise level in areas close to the salt
ody. However, steep parts of the salt body flanks are better imaged
han in shot-profile migrations. This is also true for the Kirchhoff al-
orithm. Again, a probable cause of this is the limited aperture of
hot-profile migrations. The maximum frequency content of com-
on-azimuth by GSP migration is 45 Hz, giving increased reflector

esolution compared to shot-profile migrations.
Figure 9 illustrates depth slices at 2100 m, which cover the largest

alt structure �seen on the left of Figure 1�. The depth slice resulting
rom Kirchhoff migration has a high noise level, although shot-pro-
le migration depth slices have a comparatively lower level of noise.
he maximum frequency used in shot-profile migrations is lower

han the maximum frequency used in common-azimuth by GSP and
irchhoff migration. To allow for a better comparison, we migrated

)

)

c)

igure 5. Three–dimensional prestack migration for crossline 13700
sing �a� shot-profile migration with explicit migration operators,
b� split-step Fourier shot-profile migration, and �c� Kirchhoff mi-
ration. Kirchhoff migration shows significant smiles below ap-
roximately 2 km of depth, but images the steep parts of salt flanks
etter than shot-profile migrations.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2010 to 129.241.27.126. Redistribution subject to 
)

)

c)

igure 6. Three–dimensional prestack migration for inline 7240 us-
ng �a� shot-profile migration with explicit migration operators, �b�
plit-step Fourier shot-profile migration, and �c� Kirchhoff migra-
ion. Kirchhoff migration shows significant smiles below approxi-

ately 2 km of depth, but images the steep parts of the salt flanks
)

)

c)

igure 7. Depth slice at 2150 m, covering the structure shown in the
ight part of Figure 1 computed with �a� 3D shot-profile migration
sing explicit operators, �b� split-step Fourier shot-profile migra-
ion, and �c� Kirchhoff migration.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Imaging salt bodies S29
alf the data set with shot-profile migration using explicit operators
ith a maximum frequency of 47 Hz. Figure 10 illustrates the result

ompared with common-azimuth by GSP and Kirchhoff migration.
omparing Figure 8a and Figure 10a, noise and artifacts within the

alt body are reduced slightly when the maximum frequency is in-
reased from 35 Hz to 47 Hz. However, smiles in the shallow part
f the section �to the left of the salt body� are more apparent in the
igh frequency image. In addition, some of the deepest reflectors ap-
ear less visible on the section with maximum frequency of 47 Hz.

DISCUSSION

Kirchhoff migration results in Figures 5, 6, and 8 show large mi-
ration smiles, which are not present in corresponding sections pro-
uced with any of the wave-equation algorithms. A possible expla-
ation is suggested by considering the source illumination map in
igure 4. The source wavefield inside �and close to� the salt bodies is
ttenuated because of the large geometric spreading caused by high
alt velocity. Because the image created by the wave-equation shot-
rofile migration algorithms involves the product of the source
avefield with the upgoing wavefield �see equation 2�, parts of the

mage inside salt bodies will be attenuated relative to portions of the
mage outside salt bodies. No significant reflectors exist inside the
alt bodies, but residual multiples will appear as apparent reflectors
n these areas. In the case of Kirchhoff migration, similar attenuation
f the source wavefield does not occur, even if proper amplitude
eighting is included �Albertin et al., 2004�. This amplitude behav-

or will contribute in practice to the migration smiles observed.

)

b)

c)

d)

igure 8. Three–dimensional prestack migration for crossline 4500
sing �a� shot-profile migration with explicit migration operators,
b� common-azimuth by GSP migration, �c� split-step Fourier shot-
rofile migration, and �d� 3D prestack Kirchhoff migration. Kirch-
off migration shows significant smiles below approximately 2 km
f depth. Steep parts of the salt flanks are better imaged with Kirch-
off and common-azimuth by GSP migrations.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2010 to 129.241.27.126. Redistribution subject to 
)

)

c)

d)

igure 9. Depth slice at 2100 m, covering the structure shown in the
eft part of Figure 1 computed with �a� 3D shot-profile migration us-
ng explicit operators, �b� common-azimuth by GSP migration, �c�
plit-step Fourier shot-profile migration, and �d� Kirchhoff migra-
ion.
a)

b)

c)

igure 10. Three–dimensional prestack migration for crossline 4500
sing �a� shot-profile migration with explicit migration operators,
b� common-azimuth by GSP migration, and �c� Kirchhoff migra-
ion. Maximum frequency content in the migration with explicit mi-
ration operators and common-azimuth by GSP migration is 47 Hz
nd 45 Hz, respectively, although the maximum frequency used in
he Kirchhoff migration is 55 Hz.
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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S30 Arntsen et al.
Raypaths in Figure 3 show multipathing does occur in areas close
o the salt. Multipathing is difficult to manage for migration algo-
ithms based on asymptotic ray theory �such as Kirchhoff migration
sing only a single arrival�, and it might be of some significance for
he appearance of artifacts in migrated depth sections �Hill, 2001;
eoltrain and Brac, 1993; Gray and May, 1994; and Le Rousseau et

l., 2003�.
The overall quality difference between migration using explicit
igration operators and the split-step Fourier algorithm is not large:
igration using explicit migration operators is only slightly better

verall. However, close inspection of Figures 5 and Figures 8 reveals
light depth differences between split-step Fourier migration and
igration using explicit operators. The split-step Fourier algorithm

s correct only for velocity models with small lateral changes and
aves with zero �or very small� wavenumbers. Arrivals with larger
avenumbers �or corresponding large dip angles� can be misposi-

ioned. Because the final image is a stack over waves with both small
nd large wavenumbers, errors visible as phase changes or misposi-
ioning �as in Figure 5� can occur. It is likely these errors would in-
rease if a larger migration aperture were used because the larger ap-
rture generally involves waves with larger wavenumbers.

The common-azimuth by GSP migration algorithm utilizes a mi-
ration operator based on the GSP method, which should be compa-
able in fidelity to explicit migration operators. Common-azimuth
y GSP results in the previous section are similar to both shot-profile
igration algorithms, but seem to be more noisy in areas close to the

alt and deep in the section. However, common-azimuth migration
nvolves additional assumptions for wave propagation in the
rossline direction, which is not the case for the two shot-profile mi-
ration algorithms, and which is a possible source for less fidelity in
he final image.

Computational cost for shot-profile migration with explicit opera-
ors relative to computational cost for split-step Fourier shot-profile

igration is approximately a factor of four, as shown inAppendix A.
hot-profile migration cost using explicit operators relative to
irchhoff migration depends to a large degree on the implementa-

ion of the Kirchhoff algorithm and the parameters used. It is approx-
mately a factor of six for the salt data set used here, according to esti-

ates in Appendix A. However, if maximum input frequency for
irchhoff migration is reduced to the same maximum frequency
sed for shot-profile migration, the relative cost will increase to a
actor of 25. In addition, if the Kirchhoff migration aperture is re-
uced to match the aperture for shot-profile migrations, the com-
ined factor will reach approximately 40.

Appendix A also shows that common-azimuth by GSP migration
or the salt data set is faster than shot-profile migration by a factor of
pproximately 90. If the same maximum frequency had been used
or both migrations, the corresponding factor would be about 260.

The software used to perform shot-profile migrations is an in-
ouse research implementation, although software for the common-
zimuth GSP and Kirchhoff migration is commercial. Migrations
ere performed on a cluster with a variable number of CPUs. Ac-

ounting for this, observed relative run times for shot-profile and
ommon-azimuth by GSP migrations agreed with cost estimates
iven above. Kirchhoff-migration run times were not measured ac-
urately.

Clearly, shot-profile migration with explicit migration operators
s less cost-effective than split-step Fourier shot-profile, Kirchhoff,
Downloaded 25 Jan 2010 to 129.241.27.126. Redistribution subject to 
r common-azimuth by GSP migration. Considering only the image
uality in our data set, shot-profile migration using explicit migra-
ion operators yields slightly better images than shot-profile migra-
ion with the split-step Fourier approach, and clearly better results
han common-azimuth by GSP and Kirchhoff migration.

The relatively high cost is the largest argument against the use of
hot-profile migration with explicit operators. This could prevent us-
ng the method on large data sets. Still, for data sets of modest size
i.e., a few hundred square kilometers of marine streamer data�, shot-
rofile migration using explicit migration operators should be a
ood alternative to other algorithms.

In addition, the above examples demonstrate that Kirchhoff mi-
ration using a single arrival only is not a good alternative in the area
overed by the salt data set. The three wave-equation methods in our
xamples all show better image quality than Kirchhoff migration.

CONCLUSION

Shot-profile migration based on explicit migration operators
eems to be well suited for imaging in areas with complex geology
nd significant lateral velocity changes. Image quality in the explicit
igration operator approach is slightly better than in split-step Fou-

ier migration and clearly better than with common-azimuth by GSP
nd Kirchhoff migration in the studied data area.

Cost of using explicit migration operators is high, which makes
he method less attractive in terms of efficiency than the comparable
plit-step Fourier approach or GSP algorithm. Kirchhoff migration
hat doesn’t take multipathing into account does not seem to be well
uited for imaging sediments in the part of the studied area with
trong lateral velocity gradients.

Because our velocity model is constructed using Kirchhoff migra-
ion and ray-based tomography, questions can be raised on the accu-
acy and validity of the velocity model for producing the images
hown in preceding sections. Even the best images appear not to be
ocused completely in the areas below salt structures. It is likely that
tomographic technique based on wave-equation approaches rather

han on ray theory would lead to a better velocity model.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTATIONAL COST

Computational cost �measured in wall-clock computer time� of
hot-profile migration with explicit operators and split-step Fourier
hot-profile migration is dominated by the cost of wavefield extrapo-
ation. Computation in both cases is performed on a regular grid with
he number of nodes in the grid equal to Nx

aNy
aNz, where Nx

a and Ny
a are

he number of grid points in the inline and crossline direction of the
igration aperture at the surface, and Nz is the number of grid nodes

n depth. We assume computations are performed on a processor
ith limited internal memory, such that only one depth step of the
elocity model and of the output image can be kept in memory. Cost
SEG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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e and rs of shot-profile migration with explicit operators and split-
tep shot-profile migration, respectively, can be written approxi-
ately as

re � 2ANzNfNs�h� e � 3g� ,

rs � 2ANzNfNs�h� f ft2 log2�A� � 3g� . �A-1�

Here A � Nx
aNy

a and the first factor of two on the right side come
rom the fact that both source and data must be extrapolated in depth.
he inverse of the processor computation speed is denoted by h,
easured in seconds per floating-point operations; g is the inverse of

he speed of transfer between memory and disk; and � e is the number
f floating-point operations per grid node necessary to perform the
igration. Nf is the number of frequencies, and Ns is the number of

hots in the survey. Constant � f ft is determined by the Fourier-trans-
orm algorithm.

The numerical value of � e is approximately 103. Constants h and
are approximately 10�9 and 10�8 for present-day �2008� proces-

ors, respectively. It is immediately clear that the second term in the
rst equation of A-1 is insignificant and can be dropped, reflecting

he fact that shot-profile migration with explicit migration operators
s computationally bound �not depending on the speed of input-out-
ut operations to disk�. Constant � f ft is approximately equal to eight,
o for reasonable values of Nx

a � Ny
a 
103, split-step Fourier migra-

ion is computationally bound also.
The cost given in equation A-1 can be expressed also in terms of

he maximum frequency to be migrated by assuming that, optimally,
ampling intervals of the computational grid are chosen as large as
ossible, but still fulfill the sampling theorem. Assuming g � 0 and
orizontal sampling intervals are �xe and �xs, then equation A-1 be-
omes

re � �2fe
max

�f
�A�� e

3LzNs�h� e� ,

rs � �2fs
max

�f
�A�� s

3LzNs�h� f ft2 log2�A�� s
2�� . �A-2�

aximum migration frequencies are given by fe
max � �2cmin/�xe�

nd f s
max � �2cmin/�xs�. Minimum velocity is cmin, �f is the frequen-

y sampling interval, � e and � s are defined by � e � �2fe
max/cmin�,

nd � s � �2f s
max/cmin�. The migration aperture is A� � Lx�Ly�, where

x� and Ly� are the lengths and widths of the migration aperture and Lz

s the maximum depth, all measured in meters.
The computational cost for common-azimuth by GSP migration

Biondi, 2006� is denoted by rc and is approximately equal to

rc � NzNfB�h� f ft�s � 2�Nh log2�NxNyNh� � 3g� ,

�A-3�

here B � NxNy, and Nx and Ny are the number of grid points in the
nline and crossline directions of the entire survey area. The order of
he GSP algorithm is equal to s, and Nh is the number of traces in a
MP gather. We have assumed that the entire input data set for one

requency can be kept in memory, although only one depth step of
he velocity model and output image is kept in memory. The second
erm in equation A-3 is much smaller than the first term, so it can be
eglected in practice in the same way as for shot-profile migration.
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Equation A-3 can be expressed as the function of the maximum
requency. For g � 0, we get

rc � Lz� fc
max

�f
�� c

3B�Nh�h� f ft�s � 2�log2�B�� c
2Nh�� ,

�A-4�

here B� � LxLy and Lx,Ly, and Lz are the length, width, and depth of
he image volume measured in meters, respectively. fc

max and � c are
efined in a similar way as corresponding quantities for the shot-pro-
le migrations.

The computational cost of Kirchhoff migration �Biondi, 2006� is
iven as

rk � ANhBNz�h� k � 2g� , �A-5�

here we have assumed the output image is not kept in memory. A
easonable value of � k is in the range of 5–30 �Biondi, 2006�, so for
resent-day computers, the second term cannot be neglected. This
eflects the fact that Kirchhoff migration is not computationally
ound, but relies just as much on the speed of input-output opera-
ions to disk as on the computational speed of processors. We will
se the approximation that input-output operations are equally as ex-
ensive as the computational operations, 2g
h� k.

In addition, the above equation for the cost of Kirchhoff migra-
ion can be expressed in principle as a function of frequency.Assum-
ng the input data grid is fixed for all frequencies, with sampling in-
erval in the horizontal directions equal to �xd and �yd, and using the
ame spatial sampling intervals in the image space as for the wave-
quation migrations discussed above, we get

rk � � Ak�

�xd�yd
�Nh� k

3B�Lz2h� k. �A-6�

ere, Ak� is the area of the Kirchhoff migration aperture.
Using equations A-2, A-4, and A-6, we obtain the ratios between

omputational cost of shot-profile migration with explicit operators
nd split-step Fourier shot-profile migration, common-azimuth by
SP migration, and Kirchhoff migration as

e/rs � � fe

fs
�4 � e

� f ft2 log2�A�� s
2�

,

e/rc � � fe

fc
�4�2A�Ns

B�Nh
� � e

� f ft�s � 2�log2�B�Nh� c
2�

,

e/rk � � fe

�f
�� fe

fk
�3�A��xd�ydNs

Ak�B�Nh
��� e

� k
� . �A-7�

The above expressions must be taken with some caution because
etails of implementation and computer hardware might influence
he results to a considerable degree.

For the salt data set described here, output image dimensions are
qual to Lx � 16 km, Ly � 11 km, and Lz � 4 km. This gives re/rs

4. The nominal fold of the survey is 30, and the number of shots
s � 80,000, and the shot-profile migration aperture is Lx� � Ly�

6 Km. Common-azimuth by GSP migration had a maximum fre-
uency of 45 Hz and the number of offsets was increased to 150 be-
ause of the sampling requirement in the offset domain. With s � 2,
his gives re/rca
90. Reducing maximum frequency of the com-

on-azimuth by GSP migration to the same maximum frequency
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sed in shot-profile migrations �35 Hz� gives re/rc 
260. Reducing
he order of the GSP migration operator to zero gives re/rc 
530.

The maximum frequency used in Kirchhoff migration is approxi-
ately 55 Hz, sampling intervals were �xd � 12.5 m and �yd

25.0 m, and the radius of the circular migration aperture was
.5 km, which gives re/rk 
6. Here we have used � k � 15. Reduc-
ng the maximum frequency of the Kirchhoff migration to the same
s for shot-profile migrations gives re/rk 
25. In addition, reducing
igration aperture to that of the shot-profile migrations gives re/rk

40.
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